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/EINPresswire.com/ -- Its take just One Step to
Complete Your Order Online With
Usrearchchemsupplies.com
In these economic times more and more people are
rediscovering the simple pleasures that can be
enjoyed at home instead of going out. One of those
pleasures is taking time out for themselves with a
warm relaxing bath with some candlelight and some
great smelling, aromatherapy bath salts. Taking just 30
minutes per week to enjoy a bath with a great
essential oil blend and mineral salts can greatly help
reduce stress and reconnect with oneself.

To help their clients do just that, Us Research
Chemicals & Medical Care Inc announces a launch of
their new online custom bath salts and research chemicals ordering system. These bath salts and
research chemicals options can be easily customized by first choosing one of 4 salt types as a base
for the bath salts. Customers choose from either Dead Sea salt, Epsom salt, Himalayan Salts or
Pacific Sea Salts and research chemicals. Each of these salt types and research chemical has it's
own unique benefits and properties as well as varying costs. The least expensive of these salts is the
Pacific Sea Salt, followed by Epsom, Dead Sea and Himalayan salts and research chemicals. The
main benefit of all these salts is their mineral content which absorbs into the skin with the warm water,
thereby re-mineralizing the body as well as detoxifying by pulling out toxins through the pores.

Once the base bath salt is chosen the next step is to select a scent which can be either an essential
oil or a fragrance oil. Some of the most popular scents include Lavender, Eucalyptus, Bergamot,
Ocean Breeze, Rose and Vanilla. There is also an option to choose an essential oil blend, formulated
for it's known therapeutic properties. These blends come in options such as Muscle Soak, Skin
Treatment Soak, Detox, Relax & Forget, Sleep (made of Lavender and Chamomile) and others.

Finally the shopper can decide if they wish to add a color to their bath salts as the third step and if so
they can choose from 12 various colors or they can choose "no color" to keep their salts simple. After
that they simply select the size they want and complete the checkout process. Since custom orders
are mostly made by hand, specially for the order, the size options start at 5 pounds and go up to
10,000 pounds. The bulk bath salts quantities are usually purchased by companies with their own
bath and body product lines that wish to add a bath salt option to increase their sales.

In addition to selling custom made Usrearchchemsupplies.com, International Bath Salts Inc. also
offers private label options for spas and body product manufacturers as well as pedicure foot soaks

http://www.einpresswire.com


which are mostly bought by nail salon professionals. Future plans are to offer a bath salt samples
section, a recipes database for those who purchase just the pure salts and make their own
homemade bath salts and other bath related services and options. 
Minimum Order Quantity buy 5 grams of our products and get 2 free.
Visit Usrearchchemsupplies.com to secured your order online.
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